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The observation of a magnetic rotation 
for the A'C: - X ' C ;  spectrum of Na, and K, indicated that 
there were perturbations in the A 'EL. Mulliken3 postu- 
lated that an a 3 n ,  manifold lies near the A'CL state and 
Carroll  suggested, that the perturbing state is an a311,. 
No direct observations of optical transitions between the 
3R and the ground state have been made since this is a 
"forbidden" singlet-triplet transition. Through absorp- 
tion spectroscopy, we have directly observed the A'C: 
to be perturbed. These observations indicate the per- 
turbations a r e  caused by the a3n,,  a3U1,  and a311, states 
of Na,. 

The A-X absorption spectrum of Na, has been photo- 
graphed on the 9.3 m concave grating spectrometer of 
the Argonne National Laboratory. The constants that 
describe the X state a r e  known with high precision 
through our analysis4 of the B-Xband system. It was 
then possible to identify extended P and R branches in 

the A-Xsystem through v' =13 and with J' up to 88 by 
use of the criterion that R(J" - 1) - P(J" + 1) must agree 
with values found in  the analysis of the B-X system. An 

TABLE I. 
A ' 8  state of Na, (cm-l). a 

Dunham coefficients of the 

1.4680541X lo4 
1.1731643 X 10' 

yo0 
y10 
yz 0 

yo, 
Yi I 
y2 1 

YO' 

-3.5510555X lo- '  
- 1.746251 G X 1 0-5 

1.1091903 X 10-1 
*3 0 

-5.8605589X 
2.1381859x 

-3.7G57992X10-7 
3.2246384X lomi3 y03 

V h e s e  coefficients were determined 
from a least squares f i t  of data cover- 
ing the range v' = O  to 20 and J' up to 88. 
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FIG. 1. Differences between observed and calculated line fre- 
quencies in the A state of Naz for  v' = 0. 

additional criterion for the choice of lines was that they 
should occur in a reasonably smooth ser ies .  The data 
thus found were subjected to a least squares analysis to 
determine the constants that describe the A state. It 
was at  once evident that a fair number of R, P p a i r s  
could not be represented, within experimental uncer- 
tainty, by the conventional Dunham expression for the 
energy levels of the A state. These pairs were re-  
jected, and a new representation of the energies of un- 
perturbed o r  only slightly perturbed levels of the A state 
was found. The preliminary molecular constants for the 
A state a r e  given in  Table I .  The detail with which the 
constants a r e  given carries no implication of the uncer- 
tainty of the constants. More detailed analysis will al- 
most certainly modify the present molecular constants. 
However, the frequencies predicted by use of these con- 
stants and the precisely known constants of the X state 
serve a s  a useful base from which to work. 

R and P transitions to a particular v' and J' in A may 
occur with significant intensity from a considerable 
number of ground vibrational states, Y", and rotational 
states, J " .  In searching for lines whose frequencies do 
not fall within the values calculated from the A and X 
state molecular constants, we require that a l l  lines with 
the same u' and J '  deviate equally, within experiment 
accuracy, from the calculated frequencies. The con- 
stancy of the deviation is independent of uncertainties in 
the predicted frequency of the levels in A.  

In Fig. 1 are shown the results of our analysis for Y '  

= 0 and 36 5 J' 5 118. The crucial  quantity is 6 = uObs 
- uCalc. Each point in  the figure describes the mean val- 
ue of that quantity a s  observed for  an average of 10 
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FIG. 2. Differences between observed and calculated line fre- 
quencies in t h e A  state of N% for v '= l .  

lines. The uncertainty in each 6 is less than 0.010 cm-'. 
The data extend down to J '  = 10 but a r e  not displayed be- 
low J '  = 36 since the 6 in  the region below J '  = 36 a r e  all  
very nearly equal to zero. 

A portion of a similar curve for v' = 1 and 26 < J' < 60 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

In each of the three major perturbations for v' = O  and 
for the perturbation in  Y '  = 1, there a r e  three disconti- 
nuities in 6. Kovacs and Lagerqvist' discuss the pertur- 
bation of a'C by a311. They show that for Hunds case b 
the 3110, 3n1, and 3112 components can mix with the 'C 
state and cause three discontinuities. 

We tentatively assign the observed discontinuities to 
the three components of the 311 state. Further analysis 
is required to test this hypothesis and to determine the 
properties of the 'It state. 
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